Using placebo medications in the clinical setting - an intellectual game or a possible reality?
Prior to the development of the pharmaceutical industry and the advocacy of evidence based medicine in the late 20th century, placebo treatments were commonly used by physicians. In current clinical practice, neither a physician's confidence in the efficacy of a specific treatment nor his personal ethical norms are any longer sufficient to initiate a given therapy. We will discuss whether placebo treatments can be ethically used in clinical practice as an alternative to standard therapy, and propose an innovative conceptualization of the factors involved in the exclusion of placebo treatments from the clinical setting. Patient-related ethical and interpersonal arguments and physician-related legal and ideological arguments concerning placebo usage are presented. We describe current use of placebo treatments in the healthcare system and suggest that placebo therapy thrives and that its therapeutic efficacy is widely acknowledged. There is currently "underground" use of placebo medication, open label placebo trials, and innovative approaches to informed consent to facilitate ethical prescription of placebo therapy. Finally, using the specific example of treatment for depression, we demonstrate how the arguments against placebo use might be undermined, to retrieve the legitimacy of placebo therapy.